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1. INTRODUCTION
Throughout this paper, p denotes a prime number. If G is a finite
 .group, we write exp G for the exponent of G.
Let Z be a central p-subgroup of a finite group E. Assume that a Sylow
p-subgroup S of E splits over Z. Then, by a theorem of Gaschutz, E splitsÈ
 w  .x.over Z see 2, 10.4 . Therefore, for any linear ordinary character l of Z,
 < .there is a degree-preserving bijection of the set Irr E l of all ordinary
 .irreducible characters of E lying over l onto the set Irr ErZ of all
ordinary irreducible characters of the quotient group ErZ of E by Z see
w x.6; 3, Corollary 5.10 .
Now, let B be a p-block of E. Then, there exists a unique p-block B of
 w x.ErZ such that B : B see 5, V, Lemma 4.5 . When B has an abelian
defect group, we shall exhibit a block version of the character correspon-
dence mentioned above, namely
THEOREM A. Let Z be a central p-subgroup of a finite group E. Let B be
a p-block of E, and let B be the unique p-block of ErZ such that B : B.
Assume that a defect group D of B is abelian and that D splits o¨er Z. Then, if
l is any linear ordinary character of Z, there exists a degree-preser¨ ing
 .  < .bijection of Irr B onto Irr B l .
Next, let R be a complete discrete valuation ring whose residue class
 .field F s RrJ R has characteristic p, and whose field of fractions K has
characteristic 0. Let A be a twisted group algebra of a finite group G over
K. Assume that K is a splitting field for the twisted subgroup algebra
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w xA H of A associated with any subgroup H of G. If E is any finite
w xcovering group for A in the sense of 4 , then E is a central extension of G
by a cyclic subgroup Z of E. We denote by E9, the quotient group of E by
the Sylow p-subgroup Z of Z.p
If B is a p-block of A, then B need not have K-characters of height0 0
 w x.zero see 4, Example 9.12 . However, if B does contain characters of0
height zero, then, with an appropriate choice of E, we shall show
THEOREM B. Let B be a p-block of a twisted group algebra A of a finite0
group G o¨er K. Assume that a defect group D of B is abelian, and that B0 0 0
contains a K-character of height zero. Then, there exist a central extension E9
of G by a cyclic p9-subgroup Z9 of E9, a p-block B9 of E9, and a degree-pre-
 .  .ser¨ ing bijection of Irr B9 onto Irr B , the set of all irreducible K-char-0
acters of B . Furthermore, D is isomorphic to some defect group of B9.0 0
2. A CHARACTER CORRESPONDENCE
We start this section by proving Theorem A.
Proof of Theorem A. We fix a complete discrete valuation ring R with
quotient field K of characteristic 0. We assume that the residue class field
 .F s RrJ R of R has characteristic p and that K contains a primitive
 .thexp E root of unity.
 .  .Let D, b be a maximal B-Brauer pair, and let T b be the inertial
 .  w x w xgroup of b in the normalizer N D of D in E see 1 or 3 for the
.  .  .  .definition of Brauer pairs . The quotient group T b rC D of T b by the
 .  w x.centralizer C D of D in E is a p9-group see 5, Theorem 5.16 in 6 . It
 . w x   .. w  .x   ..follows by 24.6 in 2 that D s C T b = D, T b , where C T b isD D
 .the centralizer of T b in D.
  ..Since Z is central in E, it is contained in C T b . By assumption, DD
  ..splits over Z. Hence C T b splits over Z. It follows that D s Z = L,D
w  .x  .  .where D, T b : L. Hence T b is contained in the normalizer N L of
L in E.
Now, let l be a linear K-character of Z and let m be the extension of l
to D, whose restriction to L is the trivial character.
 .  .  .Let x, f be any B-Brauer element such that x, f g D, b . Assume
 . g  .that x, f g D, b for some g g E. Since D is abelian, there exists
 .  . g  . t  w x.t g T b such that x, f s x, f see 1, Proposition 4.21 . Next, write
x s x x with x g Z and x g L. Then, we have x g s x t s x t x t s x x t .1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
 .  . tSince x g L and since T b : N L , we have that x g L. Therefore, we2 2
 g .  .  .obtain m x s l x s m x .1
 .Let x be any irreducible K-character of B. If y, l is a B-Brauer
element, let x  y, l . be the central function of E which vanishes outside the
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 y, l . .  .p-section of y and which is such that x yu s x yue , where u is anyl
 .p9-element of the centralizer C y of y in E, and e is the blockl
 .idempotent of RC y corresponding to the block l. We may choose a set S
of representatives for the conjugacy classes of B-Brauer elements of E
 .  . w xsuch that each y, l g S is contained in D, b . Then 3, Corollary says
that the function
x )m s m y x  y , l . .
 .y , l gS
is an irreducible character of E associated with B.
 .  .Let x, f and y, l be two elements of S. Assume first that x is not
 x, f .  .  .E-conjugate to y. Then x vanishes on the p-section S y of C y
w x  x, f . .containing y. It follows by 5, Lemma 4.4 in 6 that x yue s 0 forl
 . gevery p9-element u of C y . Next, assume that y s x for some g g E but
 .  . g  .y, l / x, f . Then, we have f / l. Let u be a p9-element of C y . Since
f g / l, we have
x  x , f . yue s x  x , f . x g ue .  .l l
s x  x , f . xugy1e gy1 .l
s x xugy1 e gy1 e /l f
s 0.
It follows that
 .y , l
x )m yu s x )m yue .  .  .  .l
s m x x  x , f . yue .  . l
 .x , f gS
s m y x  y , l . yue .  .l
s m y x  y , l . yu .  .
 .for every p9-element u of C y .
 .  . y, l .  .  y, l .Consequently, for every y, l g S, we have that x )m s m y x .
Therefore,
 .y , ly1 y1x )m )m s m y x )m .  .  .
 .y , l gS
s my1 y m y x  y , l . .  .
 .y , l gS
s x  y , l .
 .y , l gS
s x
for every irreducible K-character x of B.
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Denote by 1 , the trivial K-character of Z. By Clifford's theorem, weZ
 < .note that Irr B 1 consists of all irreducible K-characters x of B suchZ
 .  < .that Z : Ker x , the kernel of x in E. If x g Irr B 1 then it is clearZ
that x )m lies over l. It follows by the above that the map )m taking x
 < .  < .to x )m is a degree-preserving bijection of Irr B 1 onto Irr B l .Z
 .  .Let P be the natural degree-preserving bijection of Irr B onto
 < .Irr B 1 . Then the composition C , of P and )m is a degree-preservingZ m
 .  < .bijection of Irr B onto Irr B l , as desired.
It is a consequence of the proof of Theorem A, that the bijection C ism
entirely determined by the character m. In fact, it is not hard to see that m
w  .xcan be replaced by any extension of l to D, whose restriction to D, T b
is trivial. Thus, we note the following
COROLLARY 1. The abo¨e construction gi¨ es us one bijection C ofm
 .  < .Irr B onto Irr B l for each extension of l to a linear character m of D
w  .x  .such that D, T b : Ker m . In particular, both m and the corresponding
w  .xbijection C are unique when D s Z = D, T b .m
Let l be a linear K-character of Z, and let m be any extension of l to
w  .x  .D such that D, T b : Ker m . Then, by the above proof, the bijection
C is a composition of two bijections. The first simply inflates irreduciblem
K-characters of B to E. The second takes any irreducible K-character t of
 .B satisfying Z : Ker t to an irreducible K-character t of B lying over l.l
Now, let x be an irreducible K-character associated with B such that
 .Z : Ker x . It is not hard to see that x and x agree on the p9-elementsl
of E. Thus, if w is an irreducible Brauer character associated with B, then
the decomposition numbers d and d are equal. Next, let x be thexw x wl
 .irreducible K-character of ErZ corresponding naturally to x . Likewise,
let w be the irreducible Brauer character of ErZ corresponding to w.
Then, it is clear that the decomposition numbers d And d are equal.xw xw
Therefore, we conclude that d s d . From this we getx w xwl
COROLLARY 2. With the same notation and assumptions as in Theorem
A, let w be an irreducible Brauer character of B, and let w be the irreducible
Brauer character of B corresponding to w. If the irreducible K-character x of
B corresponds to the irreducible K-character u of B by C for some m, thenm
the decomposition numbers d and d are equal.xw uw
 .As usual, for a p-block b of a finite group G, the number k b denotes
the cardinality of the set of all irreducible K-characters associated with b.
The following result is a direct consequence of Theorem A.
COROLLARY 3. With the same notation and assumptions as in Theorem A,
 . < <  . < <we ha¨e that k B s Z k B , where Z is the order of Z.
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3. ON TWISTED GROUP ALGEBRAS
The purpose of this section is to prove Theorem B of the introduction.
We begin by fixing some notation.
We let R be a complete discrete valuation ring whose residue class field
 .F s RrJ R has characteristic p and whose field of fractions K has
characteristic 0. Let A be a twisted group algebra of a finite group G over
K. Assume that K is a splitting field for the twisted subgroup algebra
w xA H of A associated with any subgroup H of G.
For our purposes, we next choose a suitable finite covering group E for
A.
w xAs in 4, Sect. 6 , we choose a finite covering group E for A. By0
w x  .thTheorem 6.4 in 4 , the field K contains a primitive exp E root of unity0
 :u. Now, let E s E u ? 1 , where 1 is the identity element of A. It is0 A A
clear that E is a finite covering group for A.
We shall fix R, F, K, G, A, and E for the rest of this paper.
Let s be the epimorphism from E onto G taking any element of E to
 w x.its degree see Sect. 6 in 4 . Then, the kernel of s is a cyclic central
subgroup Z of E. Since u ? 1 has degree 1, the identity element of G, theA
subgroup Z contains an element having order equal to the exponent of E,
 :  .  .namely u ? 1 . It follows that Z s u ? 1 and exp Z s exp E .A A
w xBy 4, Proposition 8.1 , there exists a faithful linear K-character z of Z,
 < .and a degree-preserving bijection F of Irr E z onto the set of all
irreducible K-characters of A.
Let Z be the Sylow p-subgroup of Z. Then z clearly restricts to ap
faithful linear K-character l of Z .p
We need two preliminary lemmas before proving Theorem B.
LEMMA 4. Let D be a p-subgroup of E containing Z . Then D splits o¨erp
Z if and only if there exists a linear K-character m of D lying o¨er l.p
Proof. Assume first that D splits over Z . Then D equals Z = D , forp p 0
some p-subgroup D of D. The character l = 1 , where 1 is the trivial0 D D0 0
K-character of D , is then a linear character of D lying over l.0
Conversely, assume that D has a linear K-character m lying over l. Let
 . < < thz be a generator for Z . Since l is faithful, l z is a primitive Z rootp p
 . < < thof unity. Next, if d is any element of D, then m d is a d root of unity,
< <  .  .where d is the order of d. Since exp Z s exp E , the subgroup Zp
< <  .  r .  r .contains an element of order d . We conclude that m d s l z s m z ,
 .for some non-negative integer r. It follows that D s Z Ker m . Hence, Dp
splits over Z , since l is faithful.p
The next lemma is essentially the fact mentioned without proof in
w xRemark 9.13 of 4 .
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LEMMA 5. Let B be a p-block of E and let D be a defect group of B. Then
D has a linear K-character m lying o¨er l if and only if B contains an
irreducible K-character x of height zero lying o¨er l.
Proof. Assume first that D has a linear K-character m lying over l. Let
 .  .C D be the centralizer of D in E, and let b be a p-block of DC D such
that bG s B. The block b has D as its unique defect group. By 5, Theorem
w x8.14 in 6 , there exists an irreducible K-character j of b lying over m.
Consequently, j has height zero and lies over l.
 G. GNow, the B-part j of the induced character j has height zeroB
 w x.see 6, 5, Corollary 3.2 . It follows that there exists an irreducible
 G.constituent x of j having height zero. Since Z is central in E, andB p
since j lies over l, the character x of B lies over l by Mackey's theorem.
This shows one implication of the lemma.
Conversely, assume that B has an irreducible K-character x of height
zero lying over l. Let V be an RE-lattice affording x . Since x has height
 w x.zero, the defect group D of B is a vertex of V see 5, Theorem 1.11 in 6 .
 .  .Next, let N D be the normalizer of D in E, and let W be the N D -Green
 w x.correspondent of V. By Green's theorem 4, Theorem 4.3 in 6 , the
induction W E of W up to E is isomorphic to V [ U, where each indecom-
posable direct summand of U has some vertex strictly contained in D. It
w x  .follows by 6, 4, Theorem 7.5 , that the p-part of rank U is strictly largerR
< <  .than the p-part of the index E : D . This forces the p-parts of rank WR
<  . <and N D : D to coincide.
w xLet u be the K-character afforded by W. By 5, Corollary 3.11 in 6 , the
character u is associated with the induced block b ND .. Since D is the
ND .  .defect group of b , and since the p-part of u 1 is equal to that of
<  . <N D : D , there exists an irreducible constituent a of u having height
zero. As W is isomorphic to a direct summand of the restriction of V to
 .N D , the character a is a constituent of the restriction x of x toND .
 .N D . It follows that a lies over l, since x does.
 .  . wNext, let T b be the inertial group of b in N D . By 6, 5, Theorem
x5.10 , there exists an irreducible K-character d associated with the induced
block bT b. such that a s d ND .. Since D is the defect group of bT b. and
since a has height zero, the character d has height zero. Furthermore, d
lies over l, since d is a constituent of a and since a lies over l.T b.
w x  .  .By 5, Theorem 5.16 in 6 , the quotient group T b rDC D has p9-order.
Therefore, by Clifford's theorem, every irreducible constituent of the
 .  .restriction d to DC D has p-part equal to that of d 1 . Moreover,DC D .
one of these irreducible constituents, which we denote by g , belongs to the
 w x.block b see 6, 5, Theorem 5.13 and Lemma 5.7 . Thus, b has an
 .irreducible K-character g such that the p-part of g 1 is equal to that of
<  . <the index DC D : D . Since the character d lies over l, it is clear that g
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w xlies over l. Now by 5, Theorem 8.14 in 6 , the character m of D clearly
lies over l. This finishes the proof of the lemma.
Now, let B be a p-block of the twisted group algebra A. As in Section0
w x  .9 of 4 , we associate a unique G-conjugacy class Def B of p-subgroups0
 .of G. The members of Def B are called the defect groups of B .0 0
 .Let D g Def B and let x be an irreducible K-character associated0 0 0
 .with B . The height h x of x is defined to be the integer a such that0 0 0
a  . < <  w x.p and the p-part of x 1 r G : D coincide see Sect. 9 in 4 .0 0
w xBy 4, Sect. 8 , there exists a p-block B of E such that the degree-pre-
 < .  .serving bijection F restricts to a bijection of Irr B z onto Irr B , the set0
w xof all irreducible K-characters of B . Following 4 , we shall say that the0
w xblock B of E covers B . By Theorem 9.6 in 4 , the block B has a defect0
group D, such that the quotient group DrZ of D by Z is isomorphicp p
to D .0
We are now ready to prove Theorem B of the introduction.
Proof of Theorem B. The block B has an irreducible K-character x0 0
w x y1 .of height zero. It follows by Proposition 9.10 in 4 , that x s F x is an0
irreducible K-character of height zero. Since x lies over l, Lemma 4
implies that the defect group D of B has a linear K-character m lying over
l. Therefore, D splits over Z by Lemma 3, and it follows that D isp
abelian.
Next, let B9 be the unique p-block of E9 s ErZ such that B9 : B. Byp
 .Theorem A, there exists a degree-preserving bijection C of Irr B9 onto
 < .Irr B l . Let Z be the Hall p9-subgroup of Z. Since Z is a centralp9 p9
 < .  < .p9-subgroup of E, the set Irr B l coincides with Irr B z . Thus, C is a
 .  < .degree-preserving bijection of Irr B9 onto Irr B z .
Now, the composition F(C of C and F is degree-preserving bijection
 .  .of Irr B9 onto Irr B . This proves the first part of the theorem.0
w xBy V, Lemma 4.5 in 5 , the quotient group DrZ of D by Z is a defectp p
group of B9. Since DrZ is isomorphic to the defect group D of B , thep 0 0
last assertion of the theorem follows.
We close this section with the following consequence of Theorem B.
COROLLARY 6. Let B be a p-block of a twisted group algebra A of a finite0
group G o¨er K. Assume that a defect group D of B is cyclic. Then, there0 0
exist a central extension E9 of G by a cyclic p9-subgroup Z9 of E9, a p-block
 .  .B9 of E9, and a degree-preser¨ ing bijection of Irr B9 onto Irr B . Further-0
more, D is isomorphic to some defect group of B9.0
Proof. Let B be the unique p-block of E covering B . Then B has a0
defect group D such that DrZ is isomorphic to D . Since D is cyclic andp 0 0
Z is central in D, the defect group D is abelian. It follows that D has ap
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linear K-character m lying over l. Therefore, by Lemma 4, B contains an
w xirreducible K-character of height zero lying over l. Proposition 9.10 in 4
now shows that B has an irreducible K-character of height zero, and the0
corollary follows from Theorem B.
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